AMOENA RECOVERY CARE

Total patient care after breast surgery
POST-SURGICAL SOFT BRAS

- Most styles feature soft, cotton fabric that soothes and comforts
- Front closure garments that offer easy wear while recovering range-of-motion
- Pockets that hold a post-surgical breast form or fiberfill securely in place
- Drain management option available in most styles

Hannah Hook and eye front closure
- Style: 2160 / 2160K
- Sizes: XS (26/28) - 4X (50/52)
- Cups: A/B, C/D
- Color: White
- Material: 82% Cotton, 18% Spandex
- Insurance: PDAC registration #22229262
- HCPC Code: L8000
- PFAD registration #22229260
- HCPC Code: L8002

Features toggle straps that open in front for ease in dressing

Frances Hook and eye front closure
- Style: 2128
- Sizes: S (32/34) - 2X (44/46)
- Cups: A/B, C/D
- Colors: White, Nude
- Material: 90% Cotton, 10% Spandex
- Insurance: PDAC registration #21592496
- HCPC Code: L8000

Features toggle straps that open in front for ease in dressing

Ester Hook and eye front closure
- Style: 2128
- Sizes: S (32/34) - 2X (44/46)
- Cups: A/B, C/D
- Colors: White, Black/Grey
- Material: 42% Polyester, 41% Nylon, 17% Spandex
- Insurance: PDAC registration pending
- HCPC Code: L8000

Features toggle straps that open in front for ease in dressing

DRAIN POUCH
- Attaches to garment securely with VELCRO® brand hook and loop tab
- Standard shape and sizes for use with Jackson-Pratt™, Hemovac® and other drain management systems

Michelle Zip front closure
- Style: 2105
- Sizes: Clothing sizes
- Color: White
- Material: 82% Cotton, 18% Spandex
- Insurance: PDAC registration #19916423
- HCPC Code: L80015

Features toggle straps that open in front for ease in dressing

Hannah Zip front closure
- Style: 2860
- Sizes: Clothing sizes
- Color: White
- Material: 82% Cotton, 18% Spandex
- Insurance: PDAC registration #21592498
- HCPC Code: L80015

Features toggle straps that open in front for ease in dressing

Frances Hook and eye front closure
- Style: 2128
- Sizes: S (32/34) - 2X (44/46)
- Cups: A/B, C/D
- Colors: White, Nude
- Material: 90% Cotton, 10% Spandex
- Insurance: PDAC registration #21592496
- HCPC Code: L8000

Features toggle straps that open in front for ease in dressing

Theraport Radiation therapy bra
- Style: 2161
- Cups: A-H
- Color: White
- Material: 89% Cotton, 12% Nylon, 7% Spandex
- Insurance: PDAC registration #22229264
- HCPC Code: L8000

Features toggle straps that open in front for ease in dressing

DRAIN POUCH
- Style: 2107
- Sizes: Small (approx. 15x18 cm), Large (approx. 20x20 cm)
- Color: White
- Material: 95% Cotton, 5% Spandex
COMPRESSION GARMENTS

- Performance fabrics that wick moisture away from the body and dissipate body heat
- Seamless cups and flat interior seams that reduce irritation to sensitive skin and scar areas
- Front closure for easy wear while recovering range-of-motion

**Patricia**
- Zipper vest with pockets to hold a post-surgical form
  - **Style**: 2863N
  - **Sizes**: 32-46 B/C, D/DD; 48-52 B/C
  - **Color**: White, Black
  - **Material**: 91% Nylon, 9% Spandex
  - **Insurance**: PDAC registration #23733631
  - **HCPC Code**: L8000

**Sarah**
- Hook and eye front closure
  - **Style**: 2778 (White)
  - **Sizes**: 34-46 A, B, C, D
  - **Color**: White, Black
  - **Material**: 62% Cotton, 24% Nylon, 14% Spandex

**Compression Belt**
- Anatomically shaped
  - **Style**: 2779N (White)
  - **Sizes**: 30-44
  - **Color**: White, Black
  - **Material**: 72% Nylon, 14% Polyurethane, 8% Cotton, 6% Spandex
  - **Insurance**: PDAC registration #47421552
  - **HCPC Code**: A4466

**Features and Benefits of Amoena Compression Garments**
- Controlled support from the side and around the surgery site helps the breast maintain its shape
- Designed with flat seams to reduce irritation to wounds and sensitive skin, providing your patient with extra comfort
- Adjustable front closure straps give you easy access to the surgical site
- Seamless cups help with microcirculation for optimal wound healing
- Soft, wide underband provides extra support
- Compression Belt features a flap that attaches to the back of the garment that helps it stay in place. (The flap can be folded if not needed.)

**Post-Surgical Breast Forms**

- Temporary breast forms made from exceptionally lightweight, breathable cotton that protects sensitive skin
- Provides form and symmetry during the early days of recovery
- Designed to be worn in the pocket of a post-surgical garment

**Weighted Leisure Form**
- with Comfort+ back fabric that helps reduce heat build-up
  - **Style**: 132N
  - **Sizes**: 3-14
  - **Material**: Weighted foam: 30% Polyurethane, 70% Barium Sulfate (7727-43-7), a naturally occurring mineral in a powder form
  - **Front**: 100% COOLMAX® Polyester
  - **Back**: 100% Cotton
  - **Insurance**: PDAC registration #26969359
  - **HCPC Code**: L8030

**Premium Priform**
- with a molded, seamless front
  - **Style**: 216
  - **Sizes**: 1/2-13/14
  - **Material**: Front: 100% Polyester
  - **Back**: 100% Cotton
  - **Insurance**: PDAC registration #19916424
  - **HCPC Code**: L8020

**Fiberfill Post-Surgical Form**
- Ideal first form immediately after surgery
  - **Style**: 2106
  - **Sizes**: One size
  - **Material**: 95% Cotton, 3% Spandex
  - **Insurance**: PDAC registration #19916421
  - **HCPC Code**: L8030

**ADJUSTABLE ENHANCER**

- Ultra lightweight, temporary breast form to provide shape and symmetry during the expansion process
- Silicone insert creates shape for a natural look
- Fiberfill allows volume to be adjusted for an individual fit
- Can be placed over the breast during the expansion process to provide a balanced look until the implant is in place

**PurFit adjustable enhancer**
- **Style**: 333
- **Sizes**: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
- **Insurance**: PDAC registration #19916424
- **HCPC Code**: L8030

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 PARTS</th>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skin-friendly fabric cover</td>
<td>Soft and comfortable to sensitive skin and removable for washing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft silicone insert</td>
<td>Provides shape and stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completely adjustable</td>
<td>Adjust fiberfill to the required volume for perfect balance throughout a patient’s expansion procedure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post-surgical forms are filled with fiberfill which can be added or removed to adjust volume to the needed size.
**AMOENA BALANCE PORTFOLIO**

- Designed to provide a natural shape to the breast after lumpectomy and also after reconstruction when contouring may be needed
- Soft, natural feeling shaper that fits into the pocket of a bra or can be worn directly against the skin
- Multiple options to provide the best fit based on the surgery site and the amount of missing tissue
- Integrated patented Comfort+ temperature-equalizing technology absorbs body heat, which helps to reduce perspiration behind the partial shaper, keeping the patient comfortable during all-day wear

**AMOENA BALANCE CONTACT** features a skin-friendly adhesive on the back layer that allows the partial shapers to adhere directly and securely to the body.

**AMOENA BALANCE PARTIAL SHAPERS**

- **Balance Delta 282A, 282B**
  - Sizes: 3/4, 5/6
- **Balance Oval 283A, 283B**
  - Sizes: 1/2, 3/4, 5/6, 6/7, 7/8, 8/9
- **Balance Varia 285**
  - Sizes: 1/2, 3/4, 5/6, 6/7, 7/8, 8/9
- **Balance Contact Delta 284B**
  - Sizes: 1/2, 3/4, 5/6, 6/7, 7/8, 8/9
- **Balance Contact Oval 287B**
  - Sizes: 1/2, 3/4, 5/6, 6/7, 7/8, 8/9
- **Balance Contact Varia 286**
  - Sizes: S, M, L, XL

**DELTA OVAL VARIA**

- March 2023
- Free Shipping
- Also available in Tawny

**BALANCE FIT KIT**

Comprehensive product fit samples for use in effectively determining size and shape needs. Each kit holds 3 shapes and 16 sizes. Secure and organized travel case allows for easy transportation for medical detailing and In-services

- **Style/Contents 5BFK**:
  - Delta Contact 284B
  - Oval 287A
  - Sizes: 2/3, 4/5, 8/9

**ADHESIVE NIPPLES**

Amoena’s self-adhesive nipples can be worn attached to an Amoena silicone partial shaper or breast form or directly on the skin.

- **Style**
  - 134 Demo Kit
  - 135 Ivory
  - 137 Almond
  - 138 Bronze
  - 139 Tawny

**AMOENA BREAST FORMS OVERVIEW**

- **Delta**
  - Essential breast forms are soft for all-day comfort.
  - Select styles (Essential Deluxe) feature a clear gel back layer that helps the chest wall and is gentle to scar areas.
  - Essential breast forms give her a balanced, natural appearance in a bra and under clothing.

- **Oval**
  - Deluxe) feature a clear gel back layer that hugs and move like a natural breast.
  - Select styles (Essential Deluxe) feature a clear gel back layer that helps the chest wall and is gentle to scar areas.
  - Essential breast forms give her a balanced, natural appearance in a bra and under clothing.

- **Varia**
  - Essential breast forms are soft for all-day comfort.
  - Select styles (Essential Deluxe) feature a clear gel back layer that helps the chest wall and is gentle to scar areas.
  - Essential breast forms give her a balanced, natural appearance in a bra and under clothing.

**AMOENA BREAST FORMS OVERVIEW**

- **Contact**
  - Adapts to the chest and feels most like a part of her.
  - Contact is a favorite for a lot of women because it follows every body movement naturally.
  - The form distributes its weight more evenly on the chest, so it feels lighter while wearing and relieves stress on her shoulders and neck.
  - The contactable form gives her a little more freedom in her clothing choices.

- **Adapt**
  - Hugs and shapes to unique contours with its moldable back layer.
  - Every body and every scar is different. Adapt is a moldable breast form that hugs and shapes to the unique curves on her body.
  - For uneven chests, Adapt offers an innovative design that ensures a close fit to her chest wall, around tissue or scars, giving her a secure fit all day.

- **Energy**
  - Great for workouts and warm climates with more Comfort+.
  - Energy has more patented Comfort+ than any of our other forms. It absorbs body heat into the breast form itself, to reduce perspiration behind the form.
  - A pearl back surface helps air to flow behind the form, helping any moisture evaporate more quickly.

- **Natura**
  - Moves with her body and drapes the most naturally.
  - Our most popular segment, Natura forms are designed to drape and move like a natural breast, even flattening when she lies down.
  - Select Natura styles feature a soft, clear silicone gel back layer that hugs the body and is gentle to scar areas.

- **Essential**
  - Designed to meet her essential, everyday needs.
  - Essential breast forms are soft for all-day comfort.
  - Select styles (Essential Deluxe) feature a clear gel back layer that helps the chest wall and is gentle to scar areas.
  - Essential breast forms give her a balanced, natural appearance in a bra and under clothing.

Breast forms in these segments feature patented Comfort+ technology. A phase-change material integrated into the form that absorbs body heat to help reduce perspiration behind the form.